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ABSTRACT 

The defense of the US armed forces against chemical and biological (CB) attack is transitioning from a focus on standoff 

detection of these threats to the concept of Early Warning (EW). In this approach an array of dual-use and low-burden 

dedicated use sensor capabilities are used to replace longer-range single use sensors to detect a CB attack. In this paper 

we discuss the use of passive broadband thermal imaging to detect chemical vapor clouds as well as a developing suite 

of compact UAV-borne chemical and radiological sensors for the investigation of threats detected by these indirect 

approaches. The sensors include a colorimetric ammonia sensor, a chemical sensor based on ion mobility spectrometry, 

and a radiation detector based on gamma ray scintillation. The implementation and initial field tests of each of these 

sensor modalities is discussed and future plans for the further development of the capability is presented.  
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1. STANDOFF DETECTION AND EARLY WARNING CONCEPTS  

a. Standoff detection 

For at least the last 30 years much of the focus on chemical and biological defense has been on obtaining advanced 

warning of an approaching CB threat through the use of optical detection modalities such as passive hyperspectral and 

LIDAR. The required response time to the warning of such an attack typically dictated the ability to detect these threats 

at ranges approaching 5 km. This requirement, when coupled with the very low concentration levels comprising these 

threats, forced the development of a series of single purpose, high cost, and high logistical burden sensor systems. These 

technologies found limited acceptance in a highly mobile force structure operating against what is perceived to be a low-

probability threat. In other cases, such as radiological threats, activity levels are such that signal levels are extremely low 

at even non-contact ranges. Finally, in many cases a direct line of sight to the threat is not available at extended ranges, 

such as surface contamination by persistent chemical agents, negating the use of standoff optical interrogation. Thus, 

approaches that can bring detection systems much closer to the possible threats without placing the operator at risk could 

be highly desirable. However, these systems can only be effective if they can be selectively cued so as to not require a 

full time operator.  

b. Early Warning  

The concept of Early Warning uses an ensemble of dual use and low cost as well as low logistical burden dedicated 

sensor technologies to provide the same warning times that could be provided by dedicated standoff sensors. Examples 

of dual use technologies include a range of capabilities found at a typical combat outpost such as visible and thermal 

imaging cameras as well as acoustic sensors mounted on towers for perimeter monitoring. Examples of low cost/burden 

sensor technologies might include hand-held chemical vapor sensors, radioisotope identifiers, and Raman spectrometers 

for surface contamination detection. 

Recent advances in robotic vehicles have provided platforms for carrying dedicated threat sensors to locations cued by 

other modalities. Ground vehicles have been extensively employed to survey static explosive threats; however, against 

rapidly moving dynamic threats these vehicles have insufficient response times and can be blocked from the threat by 

natural or man-made barriers. Fixed wing aircraft equipped with sensors have the required response times; however, they 

lack the ability to loiter in fixed locations low to the ground or reliably take off and land from ground locations. 

Furthermore, they cannot be used in confined spaces such as caves, bunkers, and industrial buildings where threats may  
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be present and entry is required. Quadcopter rotorcraft have become commercially ubiquitous and are now finding 

military relevance for a range of soldier level reconnaissance applications. These flight vehicles are ideal for threat 

investigation because of their high mobility, ability to hover or land for further exploration of sites of interest, and low 

cost. However, their payload capacity is limited and persistence is inversely related to payload weight. Thus, these 

vehicles require low size, weight, and power sensors to be effective.  

The InstantEye (IE) soldier unmanned aerial vehicle (sUAV), developed by Physical Sciences Inc., is an example of 

unmanned rotorcraft technology gaining acceptance in military applications. The vehicle is shown in Figure 1 with its 

performance characteristics provided in Table 1. The optimum payload capacity for the IE is in the 200 to 250 gram 

range where it will have an endurance of approximately 20 minutes. As an expendable platform, the IE also can be used 

in contaminated environments without regard to cost or the need to decontaminate. However, for this model to make 

sense the sensors to be mounted on the flight vehicle should also have a price point where both components can be 

expended without significant penalty. To be an effective tool the sensor data flow must be integrated with flight vehicle 

location and time to provide mapping capability, with imagery from the flight vehicle cameras providing additional 

context for the measurements as well as the ability to investigate newly discovered locations in real-time. As part of an 

effort to create an EW capability centered on this UAV we used and evolutionary approach of initial capability 

development, demonstration, and improvement. The sensor component of this process is discussed in the next section. 

 

Figure 1. Photograph of the InstantEye UAV. 

Table 1. InstantEye sUAV performance parameters. 

Parameter Quantity 

Weight: 430-530 grams (~1 lb.) 

Size: 25cm (9.8 in)  

Payloads: Real-time video (standard), plug-n-play payloads, thermal, IR illumination 

Guidance/Control: Autonomous/supervisory 

Propulsion: 4 brushless electric motors 

Video Range: LOS 650 – 1000m  

Speed: 0 to 16 m/s (0-35 mph)  

Control Interface: Handheld GCS, digital encrypted 

Vehicle Cost: Expendable 

Stowage: Waterproof case with 2 aircraft, 1 GCS, batteries and spares 

GCS: Trans-reflective daylight readable screen 

Endurance: 20-30 minutes (payload dependent)  

Service Ceiling: >12,000 ft. MSL 

Wind Station Holding: >30mph 



 

 
 

 

2. SENSOR PAYLOAD DEVELOPMENT 

a. Radiological sensor: RadMAV 

The Radiological Micro-Air Vehicle (RadMAV) was developed as a technology demonstrator by adapting a Mirion PGD-

100 personal spectroscopic radiation detector to the flight vehicle. The detector’s USB digital interface port was mated with 

a wireless modem to provide telemetry capability. A simple modification to the button controls was made to remotely 

trigger spectral data acquisition from its user interface. Velcro fasteners were used to attach the sensor package to the flight 

vehicle, as shown in Figure 2. The sensor data was downloaded to a PC functioning as the data ground station. In this initial 

demonstration flight data was not merged with sensor data, nor was sensor data analyzed in real-time.  

 

Figure 2. Photograph of the IE flight vehicle interfaced to the Mirion PGD-100 detector. 

The sensor data was post processed using the Poisson-Clutter Split algorithm to perform spectroscopic identification of 

target isotopes. The Poisson Clutter Split (PCS) algorithm [1] is a novel approach for radiological background estimation 

that improves the detection and discrimination capability of medium resolution detectors. The algorithm processes 

energy spectra and performs clutter suppression, yielding de-noised gamma-ray spectra that enable significant 

enhancements in detection and identification of low activity threats with spectral target recognition algorithms. The 

performance is achievable at the short integration times (0.5 – 1 second) necessary for operation in a high throughput 

and dynamic environment. 

Following initial flight testing a board set known as the Advanced Processor for Scintillators (APS) was developed to 

control scintillation-based radiological detectors and execute the PCS algorithm in real-time in either compact hand-held 

devices or on the IE flight vehicle with the goal of providing real-time threat warning without requiring the transmission 

of spectral data over limited-bandwidth data links. 

b. Ammonia sensor: ChemMAV 

An initial technology demonstration for chemical detection was created by mating an Air-Sense colorimetric ammonia 

sensor developed Intelligent Optical Systems to the flight vehicle. The sensor element undergoes a color change upon 

ammonia exposure that is quantitatively measured in transmission using a light emitting diode as an optical source and a 

photodiode as the photodetector. The sensor was operated using a Raspberry Pi Linux computer as the controller, with 

an 802.11b wireless modem acting as a web server for polling of sensor data from a ground station. The colorimetric 

sensor is reversible with a 10%-90% response time of about 30 seconds and was polled in ~15 second intervals. The 

ground station was a Panasonic Toughbook 30 computer. The flight vehicle configuration is shown in Figure 3. As with 

RadMAV, flight vehicle data was not merged with sensor data in real time; however, the sensor data was available in 

real-time during flight and could be used to guide the flight vehicle to areas of high concentration. Flight data was 

logged manually and correlated with the sensor data in post processing to create detection maps. 



 

 
 

 

 

Figure 3. Photograph of IE flight vehicle interfaced with IOS colorimetric ammonia sensor and telemetry antenna. 

c. Ion-mobility sensor: ChemMAV 

The second generation of ChemMAV was developed with the objective of mating a military type-classified chemical 

point vapor sensor with the IE while merging the flight vehicle and chemical sensor detection data in real-time. This data 

was transferred over a wireless modem to a dedicated Panasonic Toughbook ground station. Image data from the flight 

vehicle was also merged with the data stream through a video link between the sensor ground station and the flight 

vehicle ground station.  

The sensor chosen for the chemical sensor was the Smiths Detection LCD 3.3, [2] an ion-mobility detector capable of 

detecting traditional chemical agent vapors as well as volatile toxic industrial chemicals. The military variant of the LCD 

3.3 is known as the Joint Chemical Agent Detector (JCAD). The LCD 3.3 is shown in Figure 4. Sensor control and data 

downloads were performed using its RS-232 interface port. For flight testing using simulants the sensor’s firmware was 

modified to enable detection of methyl salicylate (MES), which is typically used in field testing.  

 

Figure 4. Photograph of the Smiths Detection LCD 3.3 chemical vapor detector. 

To achieve this sensor/flight vehicle configuration a dedicated interface board was constructed. This configuration is 

shown schematically and pictorially in Figure 5. It comprises a microcontroller retrieving location and time information 

from the flight vehicle’s on-board GPS via its i2c port and merging this data with alarm data from the LCD 3.3’s RS-232 

port at ~ 5 second intervals, which is the sensor’s sampling time. An XBee 900 MHz wireless modem chip/antenna set on 

the board transmits the data flow to the sensor ground station. The interface board was generically designed to interface to 

any sensor with an RS-232 or USB interface. This includes the APS board modules developed for RadMAV.  



 

 
 

 

 
Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the ChemMAV flight system with corresponding equipment photographs. 

 

3. FLIGHT DEMONSTRATIONS 

a. RadMAV 

The RadMAV was flown against low activity test sources of 
137

Cs, 
133

Ba, and 
57

Co on the ground and, in one case hidden 

in a trash can. Because of the weight of the commercially-derived sensor package the range was limited to a ~200 meters 

with 10 minutes of flight time. The vehicle hovered or landed near the sources to acquire spectral data before returning 

to base. Figure 6 shows a plot of the PCS algorithm signal levels relative to the detection thresholds for the respective 

targets as a function of flight time, with dwell times near the targets noted. The data clearly shows the ability to detect 

these targets using the PCS algorithm operating with a constant false alarm rate (CFAR) threshold of 1 in 4 hours. Based 

on these results a decision to develop the APS modules was made to reduce flight package weight, thereby improving 

flight times and enabling integration of the sensor and flight data. 

 

Figure 6. PCS algorithm processing results from RadMAV flight tests against 4 µCi 57Co and 8 µCi 133Ba sources. 



 

 
 

 

b. Ammonia ChemMAV 

One of the cornerstones of the Early Warning concept is the ability to use items like thermal and visible imaging systems 

as cues to trigger the launch vectoring of the UAV-borne sensors. This concept is illustrated in Figures 7 and 8. Figure 7 

shows detection imagery from an AIRIS hyperspectral sensor for a release of the simulant Glacial Acetic Acid (GAA) 

taken at a range of 3 km. Each column of images is derived from the sensor’s broadband thermal imagery with a color 

overlay indicating the presence of a target. The four targets, TEP, MES, GAA, and PEG are shown in each column with 

the columns representing times before and after the release. The data clearly shows the post-release detection of GAA as 

the orange overlay in the third row of panels. However, the other target rows also show the non-differentiated thermal 

image of the cloud (see top row dashed circles). This data provides evidence of the ability to detect, but not identify, a 

chemical release using broadband thermal imagery and thereby cue a UAV-borne sensor. It should be noted that acoustic 

cues (explosion) accompanied the observation of the thermal plume, thereby providing additional confirmation of an 

anomalous event. 

Figure 8 shows a white plume from the release of a biological agent simulant from a truck-mounted pesticide sprayer 

recorded using an ordinary web camera from a range of 1.3 km. As with the chemical release, the appearance of the 

white plume, along with an acoustic signature of the compressor driving the pesticide sprayer, would have provided a 

cue for airborne sensor deployment. This phenomenology guided the testing of the ammonia sensing payload. 

 

Figure 7. AIRIS detection imagery as a function of time and target showing color coded detection of MES (orange) and 

thermal contrast produced by the cloud (red dashed ovals) in the upper row. 
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Figure 8. Visible images before and during a of biological aerosol simulant release recoded at a range of 1.3 km. The plume 

is evident within the red circles during the release, which started at 21:00:00 hrs. 

The ammonia ChemMAV was demonstrated during the SK Challenge I tests at Dugway Proving Grounds against two 

separate releases of ammonia vapors conducted at release rates of approximately 2 liters per minute. The flight vehicle 

launch/recovery location was ~ 800 meters from the release point. An AIRIS hyperspectral imaging sensor was also 

located at the launch/recovery site to provide the flight vehicle operator with guidance using hyperspectral detection 

algorithms. The test configuration, vehicle locations, as well as data from three times during one of the releases (RT-41) 

is provided as Figures 9 and 10. The data shows the plume detected by the AIRIS sensor at times of approximately 

09:22:00, 09:23:00 and 09:24:50 UTC with a red arrow indicating the vector from the sensor to the flight vehicle at each 

data record. The time trace from the ammonia sensor is also shown with the red arrow indicating where in time the 

corresponding AIRIS imagery was acquired. The progression of data is from the launch/recovery point to the ammonia 

release location followed by a reduction in altitude once in the vicinity of the release and a subsequent traversal 

downwind followed by a return-to-base. The data from the AIRIS standoff and airborne flight sensor are strongly 

correlated in both intensity and time. This data provides a good initial validation of the concept. 

 

Figure 9. Sensor configuration, release location, and sensor locations for ammonia release RT-41. The AIRIS sensor’s field 

of regard is shown as a dashed red line projected from the UAV launch/recovery point. The icon labels define the flight 

vehicle position at a given UTC time. The solid red line shows the prevailing wind direction. 
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Figure 10. AIRIS sensor images (top) and ChemMAV ammonia sensor reading (bottom) at times of approximately 

09:22:00, 09:23:00 and 09:24:50 UTC. Flight vehicle positions are shown at those times in Figure 9. 

c. Ion-mobility: ChemMAV 

The initial evaluation of the LCD 3.3/IE flight package was performed in a large open field using an airless paint sprayer 

to release MES as an aerosol at a rate of approximately 100 ml per minute. The flight vehicle made several traversals up 

and downwind of the release to establish background as well as detected signal levels. The test configuration, with the 

flight vehicle hovering downwind, is provided in Figure 11. In addition, because MES is a low volatility liquid much of 

the released material was deposited on the ground downwind and subsequently evaporated, thereby providing a post-

release vapor flow that might be found with persistent chemical agents. During this release test the merged flight vehicle 

and sensor data was converted into a KML file and posted in real-time to Google Earth as an icon with a concentration 

flag. This map is shown in Figure 12 (top). A click on any of the icons in map opens a link to the flight vehicle image 

recorded concurrently with the LCD 3.3 sensor data acquisition as shown in Figure 12 (lower). This flight provided the 

first demonstration of the integrated capability that can be provided in a flight sensor. 

 

Figure 11.Photograph of MES dissemination with IE/LCD 3.3 flight payload hovering overhead highlighted in the red 

dashed circle. 
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Figure 12. Real-time Google Earth view of sensor position and readings (top). Selected icon showing measured MES concentration 

and view from the flight vehicle at the time of data acquisition. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The data presented is this paper provides an initial demonstration of the ability to use a combination of dual-use non-

specific standoff sensors with compact but specific UAV flight sensors to provide early warning against chemical 

threats. In addition, the ability to detect radiological threats based on non-optical cueing was demonstrated. A common 

payload interface to the IE flight vehicle was developed with the objective to provide a “plug-and-play” capability to 

deploy low-cost sensors on a UAV now becoming widely available to individual soldiers. The interface to the JCAD 

chemical vapor sensor, also widely deployed, provides a rapid path to a fieldable capability.  

To improve flight times the LCD 3.3 will be mated with a heavier lift variant of the IE (Gen II Mk 3+) and tested against 

open air explosive and continuous MES releases during the SK Challenge II in June 2015 at Dugway Proving Grounds. 

This demonstration will be followed by an advanced version of the RadMAV employing the APS and IE sensor interface 

board sets against radiological targets. 
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